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THE SIX HOUR DAY 
INTRODUCTION 
Since the Industrial Revolution society has thrown 
itself into the task of producing more and more wealth. This 
trend of society is best illustrated perhaps by the fact that a . 
new science has grown out of and developed in this world of 
industrialism. True, there was economic thought before this 
date as there was manufacturing but its developnent into a 
science is comparatively recent. Political Economy of the 
old days bears about the same relation to Emonamic s as does 
alchemy to chemistry. Economics is virtually the physics 
of the industrial world. 
This fever of industrialism has led more recently 
to a closer analysis of production. Producti on was early 
aralized into its three component parts: capital, administra-
tion or management ,and labor. These factors of producti on 
are known,but the proportion of each necessary to produce 
the maximum efficiency is yet to be determined. This problem 
of synthesis is an enormous one both in its difficulty and in 
ita importance. The proportion of the factors of production 
seems to vary with each phase of industrial activity. 
Since the beginning of the modern economic r~gime 
progressive thinkers have constantly attempted to originate a 
:plan whereby capital, management and labor might be most 
effectively cambineda Consequently, numerous experiments 
have been perfonnede Each of these plane usually involves 
a shorter working day for the laborer. Since the war evi-
dence eubstantia.tee the theory that "the law of diminishing 
returns operates nowhere more strikingly than in regard to 
hours of labor. "a Among the most prominent of these plans 
is that of the Six-Hour Day proposed and practised by Lord 
Leverhulme in hie soap works at Port Sunlight, England. 
Simultanebus with these experiments and perhaps 
s.ntedating even the earliest of them there has been a gradual 
shortening of the working day for laborers. From the time of 
the brea~ing down of Feudalism and the beginning of the gilds, 
with the attending system of masters, journeymen, and apprena 
ticee, the working day was from sun to sun. So universally 
and well established was t his custom that such a day was te~ed 
"the trae day". 
In 1348 the Black Death swept over England from the 
European and Asiatic continents. Nearly every person was 
stricken with this most terrible of plagues. Many of those 
who succtJDbed to the disease never recovered. It is estimated 
that from one-third to one-half of the inhabitants of England 
d.ied during ' this epidemic. No doubt the laboring class suffer-
ed beyond all other classes du·e to i te poverty. In all 
probability their numbers were reduced to less than a half. 
a.- Principles of Labor Legislation - Commons and Andrews. 
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The scarcity of labor thus resulting caused it to be ~t a 
. , 
premium and for once one individual was able to bargain 
equally with another. For a short time free competition 
existed with the result that the laborer demanded , and 
successfully a greate r remuneration and shorter hours than 
heretofore have been dreamed of. Such a Laissez-faire 
policy was short-lived, for in 1351 the first of the numer-
ous Statutes of Laborers was passed. These compelled the . 
laborer to acc ept work wheresoever and whensoever it was 
offered to him for a fixed wage. Furthennore, the number of 
working hours was also stipulated. 
In the course of the century these statutes were 
enacted with modifications thirteen times. One example of 
these Statutes of Laborers will suffice for illustration. In 
1402, during the reign of Henry lV, one of these acta was 
passed fixing the hours of labor from sun to sun (a true day) 
during the winter. Fran March to September it provided that 
the workmen should be at work by five in the morning and rea 
main until seven or eight o' clock at night, with time off 
for lunch.a 
The famous Statute of Apprentices of 1563 provided 
that all artificers or laborers hired for wages by the day or 
week sha).l betwixt the midst of the mon the of March and Sept-
ember be and continue at thei~work at or before 5 of the 
clock in the morning, and continue at work and not depart until 
betwixt 7 and 8 of. the clock at night (except it be at the 
·a·.- A Hi story of Labor Gilbert ~tone page 152 
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• time of breakfast, dinner or drinking, the which times a"t 
the most shall not exceed above 2 1/2 hours in a day, that 
is to say, at every drinking one half hour, for his dinner 
an hour, and for hie sleep when he is allowed to sleep, the 
which is fran the midst of May to the midst of August, half 
an hour at the most and for hie breakfast one half hour): 
and all the said artificers and laborers, between the midst 
of September and the midst of May, shall be and continue 
at their work from the spring of day in the morning until 
the night of the same day. except it be in time appointed 
for breakfast and dinners upon pain to forfeit ld. f or every 
hours absence to be deducted and defaulted out of his wages 
that shall so offend." 
James E. Thorold Rogers in alluding to these same 
times offers an interesting and unique suggestion. "I stated 
in a previous chapter that the day was one of eight hou~e' 
work, and grounded my opinion of the fact that winter wages 
.., 
were reckoned to be ·payable only in the months of December 
and January, and fran t he fact that extra hours, eametimes 
as many as forty-eight in the week, are frequently paid for 
by the king's agents when hurried work was needed. These 
h ours, of course , were not continuous,being broken for none~ 
chenes, dinner, and supper in the summer, and for nonschenee 
and dinner in the shorter day~." Continuing _he writes, 
a - Six Centuries of Work and Wages - James E. Thorold Rogers 
volume 11 page 542. 
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''Fmployers were very likely. to discover that the la.bourer•e 
resistance to an excessively long day was not entirely ' 
personal, and that t he work might suffer frC!ll the workman's 
weariness or exhaustion. Now the quality of the work in 
the old times of which I have written is unqueotionable. 
It stands to this day a proof of how excellent ancient 
masonry was. The building fran the construction of whi ch 
I have inferred so much as to work and wa.ges, is sti 11 
standing as it was left four centuries ago~ I am per-
suaded that such perfect masonry would have been incom-
patible with a long houre! day~" 
Although wa ~re chiefly concerned with the devel-
opment of the length of the working day in England and the 
Uni ted States it is well to note that on the continent con~ 
ditions at this·s~e period were parallel to those in Eng-
land. Gi.lbert Stone in his .chapter dev,oted to France writes: 
"It would appear that the tendency was for wages to increase 
in the second half on the Seventeenth century and for such 
increase to be effective, that is to say, the purchasing 
power increased. The hours of labour were not sensibly 
decreased. The day was still a true day . "a 
In extreme contrast to these Statutes of Laborers 
was the Health and Morals of Apprentices Act of 1802. 
This legislation may be regarded today as almost barbarous, 
a- A History of Labour Gilbert Stone page 152. 
"but it marked a. great step forwa rd. In this statute the 
laborer was prevented fran working over twelve hours re.ther 
th~n forced to work a fixed number of h ours with fea r of 
penalty. This was applicable only to apprentices and was 
unenf orcible, yet it opened the way for further and more 
progressive legi slation to prot ect the worker from excess-
ive hours of lab or. Chiefl y because of the ac-tivity of 
Robe rt Owen, new l egislation was effected in 1819 whi ch 
ente.i led a wide r jurisdiction and which had ''teeth''. 
Despite the slogan which persisted in England: 
"The l onger the hours, the greater the profit," more ex~ 
tensive reforms in t he hours of work were effected al-
though these acts exercised authority over women and 
children on ly. The F~ctory Act of ~8~ was a further 
attemp t to solve the pr oblem of the working day. Sub-
sequent legislation in 1847 and 1850 practically ea .. 
tabli shed a ten ... hour day for wanen and children. In 
1901 unde r the F~ctory and Workshop Act all previous 
laws pertaining to hours of l~bor were consolidated. 
The purpose of legislation in England limiting the hours 
of labor has been justified by the policy of the conser-
vation of national health and the promoti on of general 
industrial welfare and progrese8 
6 
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In the United States there has been a parallel 
uevelopment of labor legislation limiting d~ration of the 
working day. In 1842 the General Court of Mas sachusetts, 
after due investigation stimula ted by a petition of the 
citizens of Fall River, enacted a ten-hour law for 
children under the age of twelve. Thus, labor legislation 
in these United States was initiated in Mas eaohusettsQ 
Such laws were soon extended to women and in some cases 
to men. 
The tendency Clf the v.arious state legislatures in 
this respect is clearly shown .upon examination. There 
are ten states which regulate the hours of wor k for 
women to eight a daye Thirteen statea allow more than 
eight hours but leas than ten hours a day for women. 
In none of theae latter states, however, may the hours 
of work a week exceed fifty-four in manufacturing es-
tabl i shments. The remaining states either allow a 
day of ten or more h ours or have no laws regule.ting the 
hours of labor for w~men~ Of course, in industries 
where women and men are both employed a limitation of 
hours for women virtually means a limitation of hours 
for men, for it is impossible to dismiss the women be-
fore the men. 
The situation of labor legislation is somewhat more 
a- Principles of Labor Legislation - Comm ons and Andrjws 
Chapter V pages 237-238. 
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complex in regard to men because of the inalienable 
right of freedqm of contract guaranteed to male citizens 
in t he Constitution of the United ~ States. Any l egisla-
tion i nter fering with this right or in any way modify-
ing or limiting it meets instan t and forceful opposition 
from all classes of pe ople. Of course, the :&,ede ral 
g overnm ent and the states may and usually have limited 
the hours of labor for men in government empl oyment to 
eight hours. This is, however, technically an employ-
er's regulation rather than government interference. 
Thus, statutes limiting the hours of labor of 
the worker not con t rolleC.. by the state must be justified 
under t he police powe rs of t.he state 8 .Such legi elation 
may be judged constitutional if it is sh own to be neces-
sary to insure t he genera l welfar e or public health of 
the state . In fact all states but eix have some sort of 
laws r egulating a nd limiting the h ours of lab or including 
the Federal g overr.anent. Many of the states have lim.i t.ed 
the hours of labor a day to eight in certain industries. 
For example, fourteen states have such regul~tion f or mines. 
nine for smelters, one for electric lieht and powe r plants, 
three fo r coke ovens. two for blast furnaces, one for plate 
glass workes two for cement and paper works, five for rod. 
roll and stamp mille, three for tunnels, two in high a ir 
8 
pressure works, one for irrigati on works. and eight fo r 
telegraphers. Perhaps even more significant is the fact 
that nine states have linii ted the hours to eight a day 
unless otherwise stipulated by contract. "Two states 
have adopted the limitation of the hours of labor in 
ordinary manufacturing without giving c onsideration to 
the excessive arduousness of the occupation."a 
A knowledge of the development of the laws limit-
ing t~e hopre of labor is extremely valuable not only 
for its own sake but because through its laws the pro-
g ress of a ci~ilizati on may be ascertained. "Men do not 
make laws. They do but diccover them. Laws must be 
justified by sanething more than t he will of the majori .. 
ty. They must rest on the eternal founda ti on e of right-
eousnese. "b 
Labor legislation has really been the result of 
industri 1 development. "Whamever may be the net effect 
of legislation in reducing hours of labor, it is probably 
true t hat more, or as much, has been flecured through 
private collective bargaining between employers and work-
ing men." 0 Again the same authority states that "private 
bargaining has attained the best r esults in shortening 
a - Conditions of Labor in American Industries - w. Jet t 
Lauck and Edgar Sydenetricke~. New York, Funk and Wag-
nall.l917 Page, 177. 
b- Have Faith in Mas sachusetts, Calvin Co olidge. Boston 
Houghton, Mifflin Co. 1919 • 
. c- Condi tiona of Labor in American Industries - W. Jett 
Lauck and Edgard Syden stricker Page 178. 
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. the working day in t he skilled trr~des and in the cities 
. where l ab or is more intelligent, aggressive and coherent. " 
In suggesting in the above- quotations that shorter 
h ours are obtained t hrough " collective ba.rgaining" the 
impression might easily be derived that it is a lways the 
laborers who dP.mand and secure a shorter working day. I t 
is true that •• since 1880 a shorte r working day hao been 
one of the prime obj ecte of organized lab or in America'' 
so that such slogans as: 
Whethe r you work by the piece 
Or work by the day, 
Decreasi ng t he Hours 
Increases the Pay.a 
h~ve ari sen . Howeve r , a shorte r working day has been 
often upheld by employers and objected to by empl oyees. 
Among · the most modern of thee~ empl oyers is Lord Lever~ 
hulme who has introduced a radi cal refo1~ in t he Six-
Hour Da;V. 
a ..... Int r oduction to the Study of Lab or Problems ... 
Gord on s . Watkins. Chap ter Vll page 115 . 
I'o 
THE THEORY OF THE SIX~HOUR DAY 
The the ory of the eixwhour day is simply this: by 
working only .six hours a day the industrial efficiency of 
the worker is bettered eo that he will be able to produce 
more per hour and although this increase per hour may not 
com pen ea. te for the loss of two hours work (assuming an 
eight hour day ) yet by running two, three or four shifts 
this l ose may be recompensed. by the prolonged employment 
of the other factors of production. This means a six 
hour day for the worker only, but a minimum day of twelve 
hours for the management and the capital to compensate 
for any possible deficit in producti on caused by this 
shorter day. Obvi ously this plan must rest upon its own 
merits if it is to be favorably receiYed. by business men 5 
It must be founded upon good sound econamice6 Its adopt-
i on cannot rest upon humanitarianism nor philanthropy, for 
the employer though he may desi rc to maintain c amforta,ble 
~nd even luxurious standards of living for his empl oyees 
cannot do eo and remain an employer. He, too, he.s to 
meet ccmpetiti on and fight for hie survival. Equally 
ricU.culoua is the id.ea that by improving working c on ... 
ditions, the loss in production of' the two hours can be 
made up. Hie campetitors are not dead . They are as alert 
as he and~ no doubt, ha.ve the same system of scientific 
management £~nd efficiency methode. However.a i:f he can succees ... 
fully apply the eix hour day on ita own merits then he probably 
has an advantage ov-er hie canpetitore. 
ll 
LABOR 
Laber, as has been stat edj is t he only factor of 
production which. would maintain a six hour day. This is 
necessary, for while machinery may be run indefinitely 
the human machine is subject to fatigue. This fatigue, 
which until canparatively r eceTI.tly has been i gnored, is 
of tremendous importance industrially. Its effects a r e 
manifold, especially in factori eo.. "],a tigue. essentially 
and exclusively a physi ological phenomenon, characterizes 
the huma~ organism when the latter is regarded as a work-
ing machine. Consequently, even from the economi c p oint 
of view, the discusei on of every question involving the 
factor of l ab or in industry is incomplete if the influence 
and the possible consequenc es cf fatigue are not c ontem-
1t "·~" p-s . ,e \ot .• In industry fatigue may be met in two ways: 
either by working along the fatigue level or by working 
more r apidly to exhausti on. 
By working along the fatigue level is me ant pe~­
fonning the operat i ons at such a r ate that sufficient time 
is allowed for rest be t ween successive movements. In work-
ing e.t the fatigue level there is sufficient time betvreen 
movements to allow f or t he waste products caused by mus~ 
cu.la.r activity to be removed or elimin~:~.ted and the build-
ing up pr od.ucte to be carried to the tissues and to be ab-
s orbed . The rhythm of the heart f or example allows for 
The Case f or the Shorter Day Supreme Court of the United 
8tatee Volume 1, page 358. ~uoting Prof. Imbert 
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. . complete metabolism necessary to maintai n its beating. 
It works at its f atigue level. Thus f or the worker in-
dustrial fatigue may be abr · gated by working at the 
fatigue level. This, however, requires that machinery 
must run at a reLatively low speed. While slow work may 
be all ri ght or even advantageous in fanning, for in-
stance, where a long day is necessary, it is extremely 
wasteful in the factory. By running the machinery slowly 
the very purpose of machinery ie defeated.. Timing rna ... 
chine r y to the worker's :fatigue level is too expensive a 
procedure. "To go slower would be to go backward in in ... 
dustry, and that is more than can be expected of hneri ca. " e, 
In consideration of t ru e, the modern factory has 
chosen to work the men hard and fas t during the hours of em~ 
ployment. This does not mean that the worker is forced to 
continue until thoroughly exhausted, but it does mean he 
works beyond the point where fatigue sets in. Such indue-
trial fatigue is regarded as inevitable and must be met in 
sane othe r way "t.}'lan by slovring machinery. 
The two principal methods of efficient and inex-
pensive production as concerns the lab orer are·minute di-
vision of labor and "speeding up". A pronounced feature of 
mode~n industrialiam is the great division of labor among 
the workers and the limitation o:f the task of each to a 
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.• specific procedure. While certain kinds of work st~ll 
require t he expen~iture of much muscular force by the 
worker, the introduction of machinery has tended in gener-
al to diminish muscular effort. It has, however, been 
replaced by a new element which is no lese fatiguing , 
namely, speed." a 
The first of these two new developments which 
necesei tate a a readjustment from the factor of la.bor t o 
be conside red is minute divl.ei · n·_ of labor. Minute di-
vision of labor has been applied both intensively and 
extensively especially in the large manufacturing 
houses. N o one doubts the efficacy of complex division 
of la.bor. in minimizing the coat of production. Because 
of the obvious merits of minute division of labor as 
c onsidered fran all economic view points, this devel op-
ment seems permanent in charac ter. However, to the 
workman this same splendid agency of efficient producti on 
is deleterious~ It robe htm of his pride in workmanship. 
No longer does he have the satisfaction of having per-
sonally an~ completely created something • At the same 
t ime this practice dooms him to everlasting monotony. 
It is t his monotony in t he work w~~ch is so con-
ducive to fatigue. We have littl e idea how completely 
variety and interest immunizes us fran fatigue. "All 
a- Diseases of Occupation and Vocational HY-giene- George 
M. Kober and William A, Hanson. Page· 2o0 
.. 
~edical testimony p ointe to the fact that whenever a 
mon otonous occupation is prol onged beyond a very limited 
period, seven or eight hours at most, the physical com-
pleteness of the worker is tmpaired."b The above is but 
one of tr~ numerous statements which asserts that monotony 
is a positive and potent cause of industrial fatigue. 
Hand in hand withmontony g oes t he practice of 
" Speeding ~p". The one is more or lees dependant up on 
the others. Division of labor in its more canplex fo.nns 
was devised to enable each man to work faster as he per-
for.med tr~ same rather simple mavements ove r and over 
ag ain~ Ther e is no d oubt t hat t his system is efficient 
in producing g oode. The effect upon the worker of t.bie 
speeding up, h owever, is exceedingly fatiguing. .Piece 
work, time setting and the like with the customary 
bonuses have forced the men to wo rk at unprecedented 
rates of speed. They are stimulated beyond their p owers . 
The rapidity of the r~thm exacted by the machinery and 
the strain or nervous t ensi on accompanying this speed 
cannot but produce fatigue. "~ong all the fatigue fac -
tors none is more potent than the perni c i ous practice 
of "speeding up".a "Though t here is little work whi ch 
re quires great muscular strength or exerti on in our 
factoriee, yet the alertness and exac tness of attenti on 
... 
a- Diseases of Occu:pati on and Vocational Hygiene ~ George 
M Kober and Will1am A Hans on Page 447 
b- The Eight Hour Day Sidney Webb and Harold Cox Page 140 
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.and constant application required axhau.t the nervous 
vitality very rapidly."b Deleteri ous as thie practice 
ie t o the workmen, it will be continued since it reduces 
the cost of production. 
The fatigue caused by monotony and speeding up 
is supplemented by that caused by the noise and confusion 
in t he factory. It may be that the for.mer pract i ces shall 
be abolished but it seems incredible that the whirr of 
the machines may ever be stilled. One has but to spend 
a day at a busy factory to realize how fatiguing the 
noise and vibrati on of the machine r y is, although the 
observer is not actively engaged in work. 
I n respect to minute divisi on of labor and "speed-
ing up" it would seem that the very agencies devised to 
secure cheap production defeat their own purpose, for while 
much is prod~ced the wo~ker becomes lees and lese efficient . 
The devastating character of the work leaves its indelible 
m~k upon the man with increasing depth unless it be erased 
by rest e.t once. 
"In the animal body, performance of work depends 
on the activities of parte whi ch are beet considered under 
t hree groups- first, the complex nervous mechanism of t he 
brain and spinal cord, whi ch are concerned in the initiating 
and distribution of · impulses to acti~n; second, the nerves, 
b- The Case for the Shorter Working Day page 213 ~uoting 
Report of the Inspector of Factories for the Province 
of Ontario, Can44a, 1096. 
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.:which conduct the impulses to muscles; and third, the 
muscles themselves, which by contracting finally perfor.m 
external work." "In its essential features the fatigue 
of all alike has been foun~ when it occurs, to depend 
not upon the simple using up- 'exhaustion• - of sub-
stances supplying the chemical energy which ie liberated 
during the work, but upon the accumulation wlJthin the 
living elements of the products of the chemical changes 
involved.." "Rest after activity is not a passive state, 
that is, but is itself an active procese, or a eeriew of 
adtive pro_cesses, leading to a restoration of the normal 
capacity for work. Time is required for this and ttme 
taken wi.ll be in pDoportion to the amount of :restoration 
needed." "If the activity is repeated too quickly to 
give time enough for restorati on after each action, 
fatigue will become progressively more intense as the 
debit balance accumu~ates, and each repeated act in conse-
quence will be more and more impeded, ~nd will became 
smaller, until further action is ·impossible."& 
Industrial fatigue as it influences the worker's 
efficiency is resolved into two phases: that which is 
temporary and that which is accumulative. The temp orary 
type of fatigue is that which slowly creeps upon the 
individual during each succes~ive hour that he works. 
a- Industrial Fatigue and ~ Its Causes- Report of . the 
Health of Munition workers Committee, England Memo-
ralldum number 7 
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' lhis sort of fatigue is inevitable and relatively un-
important, for unless activity is sustained too far 
beyond the fatigue point , there ia no permanent harm 
derived from i t. Accumulative fatiguc,on the other 
hand, is insidious in its far reaching effect. This is 
the fatigue wt.th · ~which the individual starte the working 
day and which is caused by insufficient res t from the 
work of the. previ ous day or days. This fatigue ac-
cumulates day ·af!ter day, week a4ter week, month afte r 
month, weakeni ng and aging the worker before hi s time . 
There ie but one way to avert this type of fatigue. 
A l onge r rest period should be allowed for, daily . Thi s 
mean s , of course, a shorter working day. "I t should be 
'( t he working day) ' such as would enable the average in-
dividual to completely recuperate over night otherwise, 
instead of a simple daily cycle, ~here is a progress ive 
deterioration. A reduction in the length of the working 
day would be a chief means of ~proving t he vitality of 
workmen, as well as the worth of life to them. The fa-
tigue of workmen is largely traceable to the l ong working 
day and serves to start a vi cious circle."a This short 
working day besides being beneficial to the worker in the 
long run makes for larger production. If the number of 
working years of a man's. life should be increased through 
the six hour day, it might well be that his total putput 
a- Bulletin of t he Committee of One - Hundred of Nati onal, 
Health. No~ 30 Irving .Fisher Washington 1909. 
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would be also increased. 
One must consider the first phase of industrial 
fatigue stated above, namely the increase of fatigue as 
each working hour goes by, in . order to realize just how 
the six hour day would effect production. There is a 
general lowering of output during the last hours of the . 
working day due to this fatigue. This decrease in out .. 
put, however, rarely occurs before the ·sixth hour. 
Accordtngly, the output of the six hours judged from 
this standpoint alone would be somewhat in excess of 
seventy-five percent of the output during the eight 
h our day. If this factor of fatigue were not present 
the production of the six h our day would naturally be 
exactly seventy~five percent. of the eight hour day. 
The figures fran the industries visited showed between 
eighty and eighty-five percent of the output of the 
working day is produced in the first six hours. This 
is, of course, liable to variation with the individual 
industry. However, the fact remains that ~hough the 
day is shortened because of fatigue the output is not 
prop ortionally decreased. 
It is, however, in respect to the second phase 
of fatigue, that which is accumulated day after day, 
that the six hour day most ob'Wiously is j__uatified. To 
20 
.properly compute the increase of output caused by the de~ 
crease in hours it is necessary to keep records of all 
production within the factory before and after adopting 
this _system. The time necessary to show an increase of 
production after adopting a six hour day would vary with 
t he induotry, depending am ong other things upon the condit-
ion of the workers when the plan was initiated. Little 
improvement would be shown in a week or perhaps even a 
month, Six months or a year would be a fairer trial, 
While it is pos s ible to find any number of physi ol ogists 
who will predict this outcome of the six hour day, yet it 
is difficult to find actual figures illustrating it. This 
is true because though fact or ies all over the world have 
introduced shorter hours and maintained a low cos t of 
production yet they have not kept recorda showing the 
specific results of the change, 
The shorter day has peen shown, however, to de-
crease rather than increase cost of produc tion . Willi~ 
J. Crawford of Buffalo, who is a granite cutter, wr ote 
to a friend as follows; "I believe tha.t any good granite 
cutter (and I mean by ·this a man who uses his brains as 
well as his muscles every minute ) could do just as much 
work in seven or even six hours as he does in eight."a 
a- New Ideals in Business. Ida M. Tarbell, 
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.After experimenting six months in his plant he again 
wrote hie friend saying, "The man who worked for six 
weeks, seven h ours a day for eight hours pay, accom~ 
plished more than he had ever done before. An increase 
of from three to twelve percent, according to the kirid 
of work ·he was ~ cutting., This he says he did without ex-
pending any m~re effort than when working eight hours, 
so this proves, to my satisfacti on, at least, the con-
tention I made in my letter of December last, namely, 
that any good granite cutter could do more in seven than 
e i ght hours."a Unfortunately he did not experiment wi t h 
the six hour day, This evidence, however, would lead us 
to think that reducti on of hours instead of reducing the 
output would increase it. In this one instance the pro-
duction a day was one hundred and t hree to one hundred 
and twelve percent of that before the experiment~ 
That in all factories such favorable figures as 
these would result is rather doubtful. It would seem, 
however, tha. t production would not measurably fall off' 
by introduping a six hour day because of the increased 
industrial eff'ic.iency of the worker caused by sufficient 
rest which obliterates industrial fatigue. 
Industrial fatigue again crops up as a cause of 
accidents • . "I t is maintained that to the extent that 
a.- New Ideals in Business Ida M. Tarbell. 
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. . fa tigll.e is ~ primary cause of muscular inaccurs.cies, 
82.2 percent of the 2i678 accidents studied involved 
fatigue as a causal factor."b "We may say therefore 
that broadly 93 percent of these cotton trade accidents 
definitely had sane psycho·phyei cal origin, and of these 
most were in all probability the result of fa tigue." a 
By eliminating fatigue through the six hour day. acci-
dents may be averted. Again, we see an instance where~ 
in the interest of the employer and employee are identi-
cal. Accidents are extremely expensive for both. Under 
the Wo:Fkmen Ccm:peneation Acts the c cmpany must · substanti-
ally reo ampense the injured worker. Huge sums of money 
are expended annually in caring for the victims of 
a.cci dents. This money must be charged to the factory 
and it is one factor in increasing the cost of production. 
This is not the only lose that the company suffers. 
Either the machine that the injured employee operated 
must lie idle while he recuperates or someone else mus t 
be broken in to the job. In either case there is a sub-
stantial loss to the fir.m. The six hour day would t o a 
large extent eliminate accidents especially those caused 
by fatigue. 
As in the case of ac c idents long hours, with the 
r esulting fatigue, is a <lause of induatrial disease • 
.. 
a - The Case f or the Shorter Work Day Page 361 Q.uoting . 
the British Association for the Advancement of Science . 
b - The Relation of Fatigue to Industrial Accidents 
~erioan Journal of Sociology Emory s. Bogardus Page 360 
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~s the natural immunity of white mice to glanders is 
lowered by forcing them to exercise excessively so man 
ie made susceptible to disease by fatigue. "One of the 
important causes predisposing causes to disease is over-
work or fatigue, because the accumulation of waste 
~ 
. products in the :Slook, fran muscular wear and tear, to.-
gether with the expended nervous energy, combine to ren-
der t he system more susceptible to disea.se."a '"You 
will find," wrote Sir James Paget, "that fatigue has a 
larger share in the promotion or permission of indus-
t rial dieease than any other single causal conditi on you 
can namea"'b Although the factory is not forced by law 
to care for 1 ts employees during sickness as in accidents 
yet many companies maintain a sick benefit supported en-
tirely or in part by its own funds. When this is the 
case the expense fall s heavily up on the company. At any 
rate as in the case of accidents either the sick man ! s 
machine must lie idle until he becomes well and able to 
resume his work or sane new man must learn his job which 
involves economic waste. Even though the man becanes well 
·and returns to his work there is a possibility that his 
illness left him pe:rmane.ntlt inefficient or at least im ... 
paired his efficiency. In any case the industry stands the 
loss. 
a- Bulletin of the United States Bureau of Labor No 75 In& 
dustrial Hygiene Ge orge M. Kober Page 536 
b ... Industrial Fatigue and Its Causes - Report of' the Health 
of Minition Workers Cammittee, England Memorandum No. 7 
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.. 
While acciden s and disease are perhaps the most 
deleterious evidence s of fatigue yet it is worth while to 
consider the expense of spoiled work. When the worker .is 
skilled and hae learned his trade or j ob there is little 
spoiled work except that caused by fa tigue. The reason for 
this is quite obvi ous sin ce the worker' s attention is re-
laxed and he has not the stamina t o keep it upon his work. 
The practice of fining the workers for spoiled work is n ot 
desirable since i t is often t he cause of dissatisfacti on 
which a t any time might become eo seri ous a.s to menace the 
industry temporarily. Even t hough such a systam is em-
ployed. it is seldom that the fine cover• the cost of the 
material, previous work on the article and such items. 
Still , even though the fine did cover these coste the re 
would still be a loss becaus while damaged work was 
turned out no acceptable work was done. It resolves it-
. 
self again into the problem of idle capital~ The six 
h ou r day may in part compensate for this ·loss of spoil d 
wor k . 
Lost time to the _employer means lost money. The 
lost time resulting frcm accide~ts arid specifjc dis eases 
ha~ been considered rather superficially. Lost time of ten 
results more directly fran fatigue. The worker at timee 
lacks even the energy required to go to worke Often he 
stays out for needed recreation and recupe r ati on . The six 
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ho~r. 4ay ·would obviate thi s sort of l ost time in two ways. 
It is not likely that the need. for rest would be so urgent 
under the shorter day. Furthermore, the worker V~rou 14 
think that since he would be at work only six hours he 
might just as well report to the factory. In either case 
there is an appreciably gain iri the six hour· day. 
The six hour day conserves time another way and 
t his while the employees are at the factory. There ia 
just about so much time wasted every day before the 
laborer begins hi• work. There i s the exchanging of 
greetings, the taking off of the street clothes, the 
donning of the factory unifor.m, the preparing of the 
machine and materials , all of whi ch takes a deal of time. 
A simi la.r delay occurs when the men finish their work 
for the dayv This loss of time, which is suffic~ent in 
itself to be wortny of computation in the coste of manu-
facturing, ·is doubled when the men leave for their noon 
day luncheon. As the six h our day eliminates the need 
for this meal this loss of time is abrogated. 
So far as th aix h our day eff ects the worker 
his efficiency ought to be substantially increased through 
the various factors attending fatigue. This increase in 
efficiency should compensate for the loss of two hours 
in the working day. It will do all this with the in-
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telligent worker. Furtherm ore, the worker in the sixa 
hour .shop i a much more likely to be intelligent than 
the one in the eight hour factory. Obvi ously the six 
h our shop, because of the shorter day at equal pay 
(for this must be assumed), \Vill have the beet workmen 
to choose fromw For this reason the man who initiates 
this plan in hie industry or i n hie section of the 
country would have an advantage over his competitors, 
other conditions being equal. 
It has been shown that the six hour day is 
justified from the standpoint of labor alone. Although 
excepti on might be tak.en to the assertion that more would 
be produced in a six hour day than in an eight hour day, 
it seems evident that the production in a six hour day 
would not appreciably decrease. Through one factor alone, 





After all, labor is buf one of the factors of 
.-. 
indus try, whichmeans that it alone is not sufficien t 
subject for considerat i on when devising a. scheme- or plan 
f or cheaper production costs. To the employer and the 
economic society capital is equally important. In r e .... 
ga rd to this specific point it has been already stated 
that the possibility of working at the fatigue level 
has been nullified because it entails loss to capital , 
here in the fonn of machinery and equipment, at the hands ·. 
of lab or , The whole practice of speeding up rests up on 
this idea in its last . analyeis . 
A tremendous waste of capital is continually 
g oing on in those fact ories working only eight hours a 
day a Unl i ke labor, the more capital is employed the 
more it will yield. Machinery is not subject to fatigue, 
s o the output is exac tly proporti onal to the hours of 
wo r t , other things be i ng equal. So when a machine is 
operated only eight hours instead of twelve there is a 
l ose daily of four hours. For illustration, a calender-
ing machine turna out thirty-five yards of material an 
hour.. This h ourly output is fixed because even a fa ... 
tigued worker can operate this machine at such a slow 
rate, yet it cannot be speeded up since time is necessary 
for the rubber to penetrate into t he fi~era of the cloth. 
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~y r nning two shifts (within this thesis the two shift 
or twelve hour day is meant· fran now on unless otherwise 
stated, einoo this means daylight work , ahifte beginning 
at six o'cloc k in the morning and at twelve at no on) for 
hours t>Utput is gained or in material one hundred and 
forty yards over t he usual two hundred and eighty yards. 
On a machine wherein the output is more directly inG 
fluen ced by the worker a grea t er advantage would result. 
If a man could produce as much in six hours as in ei ght 
and two shifts of six hours each were in effect then the 
outpu ~ of the machinery would be doubled over that of the 
eight hour day. In calendering which is one of the very 
few occupat i ons where a definit e length of time is re-
quired to complete the operation one man might tend to 
two machines instead of one as fonnerly* This would be 
c onsistent wi th the f a t i gue theory. 
In every industry the re is a vast amount of capi-
tal inves ted. The constant objective of the manager is 
to realize profits. The favorite way of accomplishing 
this is to reduce the overhead by which capital is eo 
utilized that t he maEim~~ is derived fran it. Idle capi-
tal will 1m time kill the business. The cost of buying 
or maintaining a factory is the same regardless of h ow long 
it is run a day. The building, mach~nery and equipment all 
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.cost a certain amount anyway,and represent a fixed 
charge. Any additi onal goods which may be produc ed 
with the same capital represents a clear gain, so far 
as this one f actor is concerned . 
· However, one might say that it wears out capital 
to employ it for twelve hours at a stretch. Surely , 
that is just what is wanted. If the capital is worn 
out then surely it has been utilized to t he fullest ex-
tent. At the present time capita l i n the f otm of ma ... 
chi nery, equipment, and even bui l ding s does not wear 
ottt, it · goes out of date. New mCiA.chinery, devices and 
process es are continually-being introduced which replace 
the old fashioned but rather unworn equipment. The 
metamorphosis of the locomotive fran that of Stephana 
eon's i ntroduced into the United States in 1829 to the 
modern twentieth century limited suffic-s t o illustrate 
the truth of this statement . Exhibitions of every i n-
dustry be it shoe, textile, . or au tomobile display many 
of the old, antiquated machines ,,I n g ood enougltt condition 
but hardly practical when compar d wi th the modern in-
n ovat ions a They are simply subjects of interest and 
amusement. Therefore, since capital invested in a modern 
f acto ry is out of date be~ore it wears out, the coat of 
its replacement is not enhanced ~y the twelve h our day. 
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The eight~hour-day fact ories are not utilizing 
the capital to its full extent. It ie to t he advantage 
of both the employer in particular and to socie ty in 
general t hat this should be done . The two shift day 
of six h ours eac h while not decreasing the output of 
labof would appreciably increase the produc tivity of 
capital throughmore extensive utilizat i on. 
Mfo.NAGEMENT 
The management, the t hird factor of production , 
in relation to the six hour day stands in a s±mllar 
.. p si tion as capital. Similarly the coat of maintaining 
the management represents a fixed charge. The salary 
of A. M. Woods of the American Wo~len Company, for in~ 
stanc , remains the same whethe r the factory works _a 
six, eight, ten, or twelve hour day. Not only does 
this apply to the president but s.ll the Q.igher executives 
who are virtually in the managerial c lass ~ Even same 
of the offi ce wor\<:ers might be included in this list .. 
Fortunately1 while the cost of maintaining the 
management d oes not increase under the two shift day 
neither does the responstbility and work. The high 
official in a company works just so hard anyway. If 
he is there by merit he puts all of himself into his 
work. Nor is the amount of work he accomplishes fixed 
by any tlme schedule. He simply does it, that is all. 
He is not subject to fatigue as the worke r is, for his 
work is interesting, but neither does he leave hie work 
behind him when the whistle blows and he leaves the 
fact ory. At the office or the golf club hie work is 
still with him in some measure. Although his sphere of 
influence is widened in a twelveahour day this does not 
entail an increase of work. Th~ managerial staff, in-
.JI'o-
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~luding t he office work~rs, still maintain an eight hour 
day and with but negligible expansi on fulfill their function. 
What really results is that the cost of maintaining the 
management is spread over twelve hours rather than eight. 
Thus the six hour day with its shifts resul ts in econany 
as applied to the management. 
Although capital and management stand i n a s~ilar 
position regarding the six hour day, namely, e«onamy t~~ 
economy is not identical. In the case of capital, because 
of more extensive utilizat ion this economy is secured and 
greater productivity results. With the mana.gerial factor 
the six hourday works to advantage because tfie cost of 
maintaining it is spread out over the two shifts and t he 
resulting increased products . There is, in tlus case, n o 
increased productivity as such . However, th ~• live 
fac tors coordinate nicely with l abor · i n .··the six hour day. 
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APPLICATI ON 
The six hour day would seem to be a f easible 
scheme f or adoption by any manufacturing industry. The 
plan is not designed for canmercial houses, offices, 
schools, or for any empl oyment whe't'ein the element of 
fatigue is not vitally influenced by such conditione as 
are prevalent in the factory. .Even within an industry 
where the plan of the six hour day might well be in ... 
s ti t uted the office workers would still maintain the old 
eight h our day. Limiting, then, the advieibility of 
adopting the six h our day to the factory alone, it is 
well to consi der its application to the individual in-
dustry,_ for this is exactly what t he manufacturer must do 
before accepting t he plan. 
A Lynn shoe factory may serve as the first 
experiment. In this city the capital cost for a week to 
mai ntain and operate a factory with all the ne cessary e-
quipment is appr oximat ely $750.00 for fifty thousand square 
feet. The c oat for ma.intaining the management which in-
cludes the office workers, as well ae the higher executives 
is around $5, 250.00 for the week~ The weekly payroll f or 
the factory workers including the f oremen is t9,8oo.oo . 
In such a f actory two thousand patrs of shoes are turned 
out in a day. The factory operates five days a week, f or 
eight hours a day. In using the figure~ to compute the cowt 
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,of producing a pair of shoes, the coat of capita l, 
management, and l ab or must be divided by five to give 
each day•s expense under the five day week now in vogue ; 
b t t hey must be divided try six for the six h ou r day, 
for there would be a six day week under this plan. The 
first p roblem is to determine the cost pe r pair of shoes 
excluei ve of material at the same t ime riot allo·wing for 
the factor of increased efficiency resulting from the 
shorter hours. 
THE EIGHT HOUR DAY. 
Day Week 
Capital e 150 $ 750 
.Management 1, 050 5,250 
Labor 1,960 9,800 
3,160 
$3,160 ... 00 would be the cost of operating t he 
factory a day under the present system. As there are 
two thousand pai~s of shoes pro~uced a day, the cost 
would be $1,58 per pair. 
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THE SIX HOUR DAY 
De.y 
Capital • 125 
Inc.,..eased power 
and light 5 
Management 875 
Lab or 1, 633 








$4 ,271 .00 is the coat of operating the fact ory 
f or one. day under the six hour plan. In twelve hours 
t here i e a fifty pe rcent inc rease ove r the eight h our 
day in running time actually so t hat the output would 
increase fifty pe rcent on an abs olute s cal e of hou~e. 
Acc ordingly there would be three thousand p~irs of shoes 
t urned out a day at an individual coat of $1.42 a pa ir. 
Under the six hour p lan t he cost of each pair of shoes 
would be 89% of the cost per pair under existing c on-
ditione or ,s tated otherwise, 10% less t han t he present 
cost a Thi s curtai lcent of manufac turing costs is 
obtained by t he more thorough applicati on of the two 
fac tors, capital and management. 
As the shoe industry demands highly skilled work-
men, it i s obvious that the efficiency of thw worker would 
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, increase appreciably under a six hour day. How g reat this 
would be can only be left to conjecture . At any rate, t.b.e 
six hour day would be qui te euceeesful in t he Lynn shoe 
fac tori es , It ought also to alleviate the lab or diffi-
culties in the shoe industry of Lwn~, which are continually 
holding up production, as the workmen when questi oned 
about the plan regard it rather favorably. 
I n t he paper b ox industry . in ~nn it ·1s hardl;y-
necessa.ry to compu te in figures t o ascertain the advan-
tage of t hi s system over the p resent one; wherein there 
would be inc reased utilizati on of the capital and ma nage-
ment. 'Ihe labor charges are prop orti onally much less t r..an 
in t he shoe i ndustry . Many of the employees are wanen of 
evn unskilled or sem i ... skilled t ype, and unorganized, and. 
as usual ly is the case under such conditionE: , low paid. 
The f act t }'!..at the Kinimum Wage Board:: of Mae·sachuset ts 
f ound it necessary to investigate and make a. de c r t:Je 
award ing a higher .wage sh ows how meagert¥~munerati on 
was . ~he wage awarded even t hough i t be enf or ced is still 
much smaller t r~n that in the shoe industry, f or it must 
b4 k~pt in mind t~~t the wage ie not fi xed very high be~ 
cause of its character of being a minumum wage. Vfueneve r 
t he tott?, l em·ount of the wages for the factory workers is 
relative ly small, the advantages of the six hour shift a re 
moe: t obvi ous ~ 
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Thes e advantages may be shown as i n t he shoe in-
dust r y . The b ox factory main tai n s a forty-eight h our 
week in compliance wi t h t he Massachusetts State law 
l imiti ng the h ours of work for women . As there is 
~aturday work making a s i x day week it is assumed to 
f~c ilitate calculations that equal hours are worked 
each of the six days. Although these figures are not 
taken directly from the factory, as in the above case , 
t hey are none the lese exac t r e latively, for they were 
t&ken on a percentage basis. 
Capi t t:t.l 
litana.gement 
La.bor 





The cost of operating this factory would be 
$3,850 .00 r.1 03ay. In this day there a r e 1400 units p ro-
duced at the coat of $2.75 each exclusive of material. 
THE SIX HOUR DAY 
Capi t al $ 500.00 
I nc reased p ower 
a nd light 4.60 
Management 1,6oo.oo 
Lab or 1, 750.00 
Lab or( two shifts) 1.z2o.oo 
$5,604.60 
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Under t:he six hour plan there would be 2 , 100 units 
produced since the forty-eight hour week) equally divided 
I 
over t he six. days would give an eight h ou r day . The 
twelve hour day would, of course, increase the output 
fifty percent on an hourly basis"' The cost pe r uni t in 
this case would be $2 .66 exclusive of materi~l. 
In cho osing a hypothetical case, as is the 
practice in t he Harvard Graduate School of Business Ad-
ministration, the same results may be shown. The cost 
of producing Milkolate, a product of the Royal Chocol~te 
Company~ is subject to similar computat i on. The figures 
are multiplied by 100,000 for convenience~ Assuming a 
forty-eight h our week; which is consistent with the 
Massachus etts l aw for women (and t here would be enough 
women in t hi s industry to wa!'remt t his assumption) on an 
~qually divided s cale each day woHld be eight hours long. 
Factory manag ement and overhead (capital ) are g rou ped 
together in t he Harvard experiment ~ 
Fact ory Management 
and Overhead 
Labor 
THE EIGHT HOUR DAY 
$2,800 
750 
t 3 ,550 
a - Business - a Profession Harvard University G~adu~te 
School of Business Admini~trati on . February, 1924 5 
:page llQ 
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$3,550.00 is the coat· of operating the plant f or 
a. day. .Aastml.ing t hat there are 1,000 units the cost of 
each exc l uei ve of rna terial would be $3 . 55~~ 
Factory mane.gem.ent 
and overhead 
THE SIX HOUR DJi,y_ 
Additional power and light 
$2 , 800 
14 
Labor 




$4 ,314 . 00 wou ld be the cost of operating fo r one 
day with 1,500 unite of output (the twelve hour day 
giving a fifty pe rcent increase } at an indivi dual cast 
of $2 .. 87 a unit . 
The three above cases, two actual and bhe hyp o~ 
t11etical » demonstra te the advantages of the six hour da.y 
through t he more xtenaive use of capital and t he di~ 
visi on of the expense of ma.inta.ining the managerial staff* 
In so far a e thes e factories are oond rn d., t.hc six hour 
day is a f easible and profi table scheme fram this stand-
p oint alone .. The higher efficiency of the workers re· 
~ulting from a shorter day woul d further increa se the out-
put , which unfortunately, is not reducuble to figures in 
theory. 
The Hood Rubber Company, h owever, affords a differ ... 
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. ent problan. The factory maintains a twenty-four h our 
day of t hree eight h our shifts. There is no great loss 
of time either as only fif teen minutes are a llowed for 
l un cheon. This eouads ~oat like a slave driving 
policy - this eight hours work with but fift een minutes 
receee while the man eatiFhie lunch at his bench. In 
all fai mees one must say, after going through t he 
factories, that they are clean and healthful. The 
workmen themselves seem superior to the ordinary run of 
factory employees b oth physica.lly and mentally. They . 
have, however, a system of scientific management and 
time setting that would tend to weed out the inefficient 
and ineffectual. 
Obviously in the company the six hour day would 
not secu1•e any further utilization of capital and mane.ge-
ment, for no fact ory can have &·longer day than twenty-four 
h ours . .. If the six. hour day is to succeed in bringing 
about lower costs it must do this in relation to labo r 
alonea The possibility of an active ~fatigue factor is 
very great in this eetablishnent, h owever, Ej.S may be · seen 
by the following description of one of the departments. 
Under the Bedaux system ac curate recorda are 
kept of each man's work, hour by hour, in the case of piece 
workers . The nonnal man has ari output of· a hundred units 
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1-per h our . For any producti on above t his he is paid at an 
increas ing rate similar to a. bonus 11 The canpany realizes 
the danger of fatigue and does not want their men to be 
worn out by the system. If a man is found ·to prod.uce much 
more t han a hund red units per hour , he is carefully watched 
and examined to dete rmine if he is mainta ining thia s peed 
at t he c ost of hie welfare .. He may be an unusual individual 
cepable of producing much more t han hie fellow workmen and 
if eo he is n ot troubled. However , if i't is t housht , . that 
he is n ot really capable of working so hard and rapidly, 
steps ana taken to reduce his rate and protect hie health 
in spite of himselfe The company recognizee and triea to 
cope with t he probl·em of fatigue. 
Re a lizing t~e ins idious effects of fa tigue they 
have instituted an eight hour day. It would seem that a 
six hour day would be of greate r a.dvantage. In the t i re 
deptin tmen t (simply one of the vari oue· departeen ·e ) there 
a re nine processes before the finished product is turned 
out and of t heBe only one can not be speeded up beyond 
·i te present rate e 
A brief description of these proc esses would 
make it clear how absence from fa t lgue might speed up the 
work . The f irst process is called Raw Material Handling. 
which is simply the receiving of the material, unpacki ng, 
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~nd preparing for t he fac t ory~ As it i s mainly hand~ 
work i t depends entirely up on the wor ke r a s to how 
r api dly it is done .. The next process ,"the Wash and Dry" , 
is t he washing of the c rude rubbe r t o rid it of f ore ign 
par t i cles such as bark. It is then dried t o be prepared 
f or t he r eal work in the manufac ture of the r ubber ,. The se 
two proce sses a. re really preparat ory , bu t a r e, however, 
necessary and essential. Although the ~ab or required is 
relat i ve ly unskilled ye t i t i s n one t he l ess susceptib l e 
to f atigue. 
Af te r drying the c r ude rubber goes t o the "Mix and 
Batch". The batching c oneis ts of t he as sorting of t he 
·rubber of diffe r ent kinde and qua litie s which is r e l ative ly 
s ki lled work,. Then this rubbe r is mixed with the ch emic a l 
compounds and prepared· to be mc..de into t ires. 
The nex t process is t hat " of Ca lende r i ng" and i s 
t he one process which cannot be speeded up . Here t he 
fib rou s cloth is run t hrough a system of . rollers whi ch 
f or c e t he rubber into its pores. In connection with t his 
t here must be the inspection of the cloth f or impe rfections . 
In order t ha.t t he r ubber mi ght penetrate t he cloth and 
be f irmly f ixed time mus t be taken so tha t only thi r ty-
f i ve yards are turned out an hour. It is possible , how-
ever, that a machine might at any time be invented eliminating 
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•the t ime fact Dr· -by using high pressure, for instance~ 
This rubberized cloth canes off of the machine in 
long stripe about eight to t welve feet in width. It 
then goes to the "Bi as Cutting" department to be cu t int.o 
strip& of four to six inches wide or more according to 
the size of the tire. There is little apparatus necessary 
f or this as it is most ly handwork . 
These stripe must b·e assembled. The "Assembling" 
consists in piecing together these stripe to give the 
p roper lengths for the tire. · The strips are made con-
tinuous so that there are no seams~ 
The process of "Making" c onaiete of putting all 
the parte of the tire · together, Here the moat skill is 
required. The worker has a machine which he operates, 
s ta.rting and a topping at wi 11.. This work is fairly heavy 
and demands much from the worker in strength, attention, 
Emd skill, 
The pro cess of "Vulcanizing"' cone is ts in making the 
tire a unit by pressure and heat. Here again much strength 
~s needed although cranes are used to lif.t the tire in and 
ou t of the vulcanizers. Although a certain amount of time 
is needed for the proces s , the men tend several vulcanizers 
at once so the job may be speeded up. The tires are now 
ready for "Packing and Shipping." 
.. 
It is readily seen that t h roughou t the whole in-
dustry in tire manufac t ring fatigue c an pl y, an enonnous 
part. Just how great t his would be can only be guessed 
at . The advantages of the six hour day , i f there were 
any, could be readily detennined i f the plan were adopted, 
for under the Bedaux system accurate re cords of p roduc t-
ion have been kept f o r a l ong time e o any increase w.ould 
be immediate ly apparent. 
The American Woolen Company is not working at its 
fu 1 capacity at the present time due to the lack of de-
mand for worsteds. Wi th only part of ita employees at 
work, the time is. hardly 9ropitious to int~oduce a new 
sch eme which would inc:ree.se production. There is this to 
be considered, as the worsted workers are the most ski lled 
among the t ext ile i ndustries, the benefit s of the six hour 
day wou ld be greate'" in Ameri c an Woolen Comp any. 
The six hour day i s a new plan and has been adop ted 
1n the factories of Lord Lave rhulme in Eng l!tnd. The fact 
that he is a milli onaire may be considered as evideRce t hat 
the six hour day is a p rofitable scheme f or· employers . The 
Lever B:rothers factory in Cambridge , Massachusetts has n ot, 
h 0wever , adopted this plan . Although t hi s seems inconsis t -
ent, the Massac husetts company offers no reasons f or not 
ini t iating the :plan in t his country. The Port Sun-light 
fact orie s ·of Lord Leverhulme s e em to be t he on l y ones in Eng ... 
le.nd or ,America enjoying the six hour day . 
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LEGALITY 
In regard to the poe si bi li t.y of insti tu:ting the. 
six hour day through legislation the old ana rather bother~ 
same problem of constitutionality canes up. Laws limiting 
the hours of labor fDr men will continually be brought up 
before .the courts for the detennination of their con-
stitutionality . "In this matter, however, the courts 
merely feflect prevailing public opi nion , which is as yet 
hardly awake to the need of restricting men's hours in 
general employmente~ " s. Publ~c:: opinion is gradually being 
molded into regarding long ~ours ae deleterious to the 
workmen as a class and to society in general .. 
A few signific ant cases have been decided by t he 
courts which throw light upon the question of constitution-
ality. 1894 Low v. Ree e Printing Co. 41 Neb. 127 18 declared 
unconstitut i onal an eight hour day for mechanics and laborers, 
both because it was clas s legislation and violati on of liberty 
of contract~ 1905 Lochne r v. New York, 198 U. s. 45 inval-
idated a ten hour law for bakers. 1909 State v. Miksi cek~ 
225 Mo. 56121 in~alidated a six-days act for bakers. How-
8 22 . ever, 1912 s t~te v. Lumber Co., 102 Miss. 02 sustained 
a ten ... h our law for labor employed in ~snufacturing. 1913 
State v. Barba, 132 La. 76825 held unconstituti onal an 
eight-hour law for stati onary firemen.b• 1914 State v .. 
a - Commons and Andrews: Labor-legislation Chapte~ V 
b- Goldmakk, Josephine : The case for the shorter day.Bo ok 2 ~ . 
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26 . 
.. Bunting, 71 Ore .~ 259 , sustalned a ten-hour law f or 
labor in factories~ This latter case has been re-
gar ded as the moat significant case in regard to the 
cons ti tu ti on ali ty of laws limiting t he hours of adult 
men 5.n genera employmen t. It is believed that this de-
·cision will not be reversed in future ~aeea but will ee-
t9.blieh the precedent for the Supreme Court of the 
Uni ted States ·in reg a rd t o similar laws which were 
f or.me r ly inva lidated a s class legis lation and inte r -
fe r ence with freedom of c ontract and proper t y :rights e 
Referring to the six hour day, the Kansas Indu s-
t r ial Court in a decision said, "In t-he opi ni on of the 
court, no arbitrary rule can be fixed as to the leng t h 
of a worki ng day. In many v oca ti one , such as deep- shaft 
mining, working in smelter s, glass f actories, steel mills, 
around furna ces, or where t here are conditions det r imental 
t o the health, or where the work is a o arduous as t o bring 
s evere t ax up on the strength, a six-hour <? ay may be too 
l ong . In many l ine-a of labor a l onger day would be un-
reasonable and unfair. I t de.pende upon the nature of the 
wor k . It d ep ends upon the physical or mental stra in. Now , 
there is another question which should also be considered 
in determining the proper length of a. working day . No 
matter h ow light the work may be, how little the mental or 
a- Commons and Andrews; Labor legislation Chapter V 
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·physical strain, there comes a limit in the length of 
t he working day beyond which you cannot go without in~ 
vading the social ~ighta of the worker. ~rery worker 
is entitled to live the life of a human being~ Every 
worcer is entitled to a reasonable time for rest, for 
recreation 1 for .self-imp rovement, for social diversi on, 
for the family circlea ·The working day may be so long 
aa to invade these social rights, even though the mental 
and physical etrain be a matter of little consequence. 
It is the opini on of the court that a nine ... hour day does 
not unduly deprive the worker of these social privileges. " 
a- Docket Nu.mber 3, 653 Court of Industri al Relations 
State of Kan sas The Amalgamated Association of Street 
Electric Railway Employees of ~erica Local Union No. 497, 
Complainants v The Japten and Pi ttsburg Railway Company 




CONCLUSI ON .. 
I n conclusion it might be said that the six hour 
day is a feasible scheme which in all pr obability will be 
adop ~ed, El.lthough it is hard to predict the fu ture of a new 
plan. The tendency .both in England and AmericH h as been to 
dimi nish the hours of lab or grad.ua lly but c onstantly , firs ts 
in the indus try through collective bargaining or the pre .. 
rogative of the employer, and then by leg islat ion . I t is 
of importance ~s well as of interest to note that the first 
step h as a lready be~n t aken to establish the six hour ·day 
in the United States . The United Mine Workers have recent ly 
demanded a six hour day although f or diffe r ent reasons 
from t hose which huve b een advanced in this t hesis . Judg ~ 
ing by both the past and the pres ent it would seem that 
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